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SUBJECT: IIR
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WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT
FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED ASיץ ב-81 패רךוג CONTRACT.

--

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

--

DOI: (U) 880830.

REQS: (U) b(3):10 USC 424

SOURCE: (D/)

SUMMARY: (b)(1),1.4 (c) ADVISES THAT HASEMI OF TAGEL UK, LTD HAS CONTACTED POLYTECHNOLOGIES IN AN ATTEMPT TO PURCHASE THE F-8II AIRCRAFT AND HQ-2J ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE SYSTEMS.

TEXT: 1. (b)(1),1.4 (c) WHILE DISCUSSING A NUMBER OF CHINESE DEFENSE RELATED SUBJECTS, (b)(1),1.4 (c) ABOUT THE HEALTH AND ACTIVITIES OF ((HASEMI)), TAGEL UK, LTD. (b)(1),1.4 (c) HASHEMI HAD UNDERTAKEN HEART BYPASS SURGERY.

(b)(1),1.4 (c) NOTED THAT HASEMI WAS ALIVE, WELL, AND ATTEMPTING TO NEGOTIATE ARMS PURCHASE ON BEHALF OF IRAN. HASHEMI RECENTLY CONTACTED POLYTECHNOLOGIES TO DISCUSS THE PURCHASE OF THE F-8II AIRCRAFT AND THE HQ-2J ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE SYSTEMS. (b)(1),1.4 (c) DID NOT REVEAL POLYTECHNOLOGY'S REPLY TO HASHEMI'S REQUEST. HASHEMI OFFERED THE CHINESE EITHER OIL OR CASH PAYMENT FOR THE WEAPONS.

COMMENTS: (C/NO)
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//COMSOSJ: 
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